
 

Red Cross chief urges vaccine 'fake news'
fight
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International Federation of Red Cross President
Francesco Rocca spekas to media the Kastanies border
checkpoint on the Greek-Turkish border, Thursday,
March 5, 2020. Turkey has vowed to seek justice for a
migrant it says was killed on the border with Greece after
Greek authorities fired tear gas and stun grenades to
push back dozens of people attempting to cross over.
Greece had denied that anyone was killed in the
clashes. (AP Photo/Giannis Papanikos)

The head of the world's largest humanitarian
network is urging governments and institutions to
combat "fake news" about COVID-19 vaccines
which has become "a second pandemic" and start
building trust in communities around the world
about the critical importance of vaccinating people.

Francesco Rocca, president of the International
Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent
Societies, said in a virtual briefing to the U.N.
Correspondents Association on Monday that "to
beat this pandemic, we also have to defeat the
parallel pandemic of distrust."

He said there is "a growing hesitancy about
vaccines in general, and about a COVID vaccine in

particular" around the world, pointing to a recent
Johns Hopkins University study in 67 countries that
found vaccine acceptance declined significantly in
most countries from July to October this year.

In a quarter of countries, Rocca said, the study
found that the acceptance rate for a vaccine
against the coronavirus was near or below 50
percent, with Japan dropping from 70 percent to 50
percent acceptance, and France dropping from 51
percent to 38 percent acceptance.

He stressed that the lack of trust "is by no means a
Western phenomenon," citing the federation's
research in recent months in eight African
countries—Congo, Cameroon, Gabon, Zimbabwe,
Sierra Leone, Rwanda, Lesotho and Kenya—which
showed a steady decline in the perceptions of the
risk of COVID-19 infection.

A growing number of people indicated the virus
doesn't affect young people or Africans, that the
disease doesn't exist now but did exist and the
pandemic has ended, he said. "In several African
countries, we have seen a common skepticism
towards vaccines in general, with a common belief
being that foreigners use Africa as a medical
'testing ground.'"

Surprisingly, Rocca said, some typically vulnerable
and marginalized groups aren't even aware of the
pandemic, pointing to a federation survey in
Pakistan which found 10 percent of respondents
didn't know about COVID-19.

"We believe that the massive, coordinated efforts
that will be needed to roll out the COVID vaccine in
an equitable manner need to be paralleled by
equally massive efforts to proactively build and
maintain trust," Rocca said.

This will require the same kind of sustained 
community engagement that recently defeated
Ebola in Congo, he said.
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The federation operates in 192 countries with
almost 14 million volunteers and painstaking
community outreach and engagement are at the
heart of its COVID-19 response, Rocca said.

So far, Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies,
with federation support, have reached 243 million
people with COVID-19 activities including tracking
community perceptions, responding to questions
and suggestions, "and providing accurate and
timely information in local languages through
diverse channels," he said.

Rocca said he has watched with concern in recent
weeks "as the imminent arrival of a possible
vaccine has, at least in some countries, washed
away the commitments that were made over the
summer to ensure an equitable distribution of
vaccines between and within countries."

He said "politicizing the vaccines is a huge mistake"
and strongly backed the international initiative to
distribute COVID-19 vaccines to countries
worldwide known as COVAX as "the correct
approach both for rich countries and the rest of the
world."

"If a few wealthy nations insist on a `vaccine
nationalism' approach, then many other
countries—maybe even most other countries—will not
be able to access them, both because of exclusive
deals between wealthy countries and
pharmaceutical companies and the inevitable lag in
manufacturing enough doses," he warned. 
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